
I 
Love, Love, Love 

My Cat



I wake up early in the morning to feed my cat.  

He says purrrrr, purrrrr, purrrrr.  I say awe, awe, 

adorable!
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Then I give him fresh water and he says meow, 

meow, meow.  I say: you are welcome kitty. 
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I also clean his litter box so he won’t say yuck,  

yuck, yuck.  I am sure he is saying thanks, 

thanks, thanks.



My cat likes it when we play together.  He says 

mah, mah, mah when he tries to catch the ball.  
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I like to pet my cat gently when he reaches out 

for cuddles.  All I hear is purrrr, purrrr, purrrr.
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My cat takes a couple of naps during the day.  

Every time he wakes up, he is full of energy.  

And we do everything all over again.
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He eats, eats, eats.
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He drinks, drinks, drinks.
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I clean, clean, clean.



We play, play, play.
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We cuddle, cuddle, cuddle.
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He naps, naps, naps knowing that he has 

someone who loves him forever.
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Tips to Keep Your Cat Happy

1. Do not yell at or hit your cat.  Animals feel pain too.

2. Do not grab your cat from the tail.  Pulling their tail or ears hurts 

them.

3. Make sure your cat is wearing a collar with a name tag.  Cats are sneaky, 

they can run away without being noticed.

4. Provide a scratching post for scratching and stretching.  This will help 

your cat not scratch your nice furniture.

5. To motivate your cat into moving more, add catnip to his/her toys.  Cats 

love catnip!

6. Be gentle, always.
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Activity Sheet
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1. Which of the following do cats need daily? 3. Find the differences.

2. Which of the following will motivate your cat to exercise?



Answers
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1. Which of the following do cats need daily?

2. Which of the following will motivate your cat to exercise?

3. Find the differences.
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